


A unique application for collection, management, digital and dematerialized 

processing and archiving of information, always accessible via web, with modular

and customizable solutions, PHYSICO represents the ideal instrument for the 

Specialists in Medical Physics and the Experts in Radioprotection for the 

optimization of their own control and surveillance activities.

For the first time it is possible to collect and store all the data within a single 

database and to analyze and correlate all the pieces of information among each

other, fully enhancing the collected information assets, making them immediately

and easily accessible to operators for consultations, processing, correlations and

combined analyses, allowing considerable efficiency and effectiveness saving.

The platform is composed of various Modules, configurable with different 

functionalities and architectures; each client can create their own perfect 

combination of applications and tools, for a new, “colorful”, way of working! 

It’s a COLORFUL WORLD!



CONFIGURABILITY
PHYSICO is an application solution developed WITH and FOR the user.
A software “tailored” to operators: flexibility, concreteness and customization

SCALABILITY
PHYSICO is a scalable solution as for functionalities, architecture, integrated Modules

CONFORMITY
PHYSICO is fully compliant with Euratom 59/2013 Directive and with Italian Legislative 
Decree 101/2020

INTEGRABILITY

ACCESSIBILITY
Fully web-based application

OPTIMIZATION
The great informational richness of the database guarantees the full availability and the
immediate readiness of any information managed by the application, allowing in this way
the continuous monitoring of activities and the careful analysis of the processes

SIMPLICITY
Simple and intuitive graphical interface; easy-to-learn browsing and operating mode

REMOTE DIGITAL SIGNATURE

LEGAL PRESERVATION
Complete dematerialization of processes



CREATE YOUR PERFECT COMBINATION…

In full conformity with EURATOM 59/2003 Directive and with Italian Legislative Decree 101/2020, the
PATIENT DOSE Module allows the Physicist and the Radiologist the optimization of diagnostic 
procedures, the collection and registration of technical parameters and dosimetry data of the 
provided services, with the possibility of selecting the parameters of interest, the creation of the 
personal Dosimetry File, the correct identification of the exposure class and consequent 
communication of the exposure level in the medical report on the basis of study indicators or of the
values of dosimetry parameters and indexes (art.161 of Italian Legislative Decree 101/2020).

The system is able to retrieve dosimetry and exposure data from any source (PACS, diagnostic 
equipment, directly integrated DAP chambers, etc.). PHYSICO supplies tools for the DRL evaluation and
allows the estimate of the Effective Dose and the Organ Dose with state-of-the art methods and with 
algorithms configurable by the user; it also allows the archiving of data related to the 
Radiopharmaceutical and the Administration activity, the calculation of the Committed Effective Dose
and of the Peak Skin Dose.

The Module is natively equipped with tools for the transmission of the archived data and the interaction
with institutional registers (concerned Regions or Autonomous Provinces).

The software is classified as Class I Medical Device.

The OPERATOR DOSE Module allows the computerized management of the personal Dosimetry Files,
in full compliance with the current regulations (Italian Legislative Decree 101/2020), importing data 
coming from any dosimetry service, thus allowing a personalized processing of the same on the basis
of algorithms defined by the user and their appropriate evaluation. Moreover, the system guarantees
the possibility of creating and personalizing the necessary reports such as the communications for the 
exposed subject, for the authorized medical practitioner or for the employer.

With the implementation of the Digital Signature and of Legal Preservation, PHYSICO allows the total 
dematerialization of the Dosimetry Surveillance activities: from the creation of the medical file, to the 
registration and memorization of personal and dosimetry data, to the archiving and conservation in time,
in accordance with the law.



The INVENTORY Module allows to manage equipment and their correlated accessories, instruments,
dummies, monitors and PPE, both from the point of view of the Specialist in Medical Physics, of the
Radioprotection Expert and of the Clinical Engineer; through the input of different highly specialist fields,
a detailed and complete inventory will be created, containing all the necessary information for the 
acceptance, use and disposal of the equipment. 

The QUALITY CONTROL Module allows the digitalized
and dematerialized management of all the Quality
Control Registers: not only of the diagnostic 
equipment, but also of all the assets relevant to and
in use in Medical Physics (instruments, dummies, 
monitors etc.), in full compliance with the existing 
regulations. For each record inserted in PHYSICO 
database, it is possible to register, check and 
memorize (with Digital Signature) the acceptance,
condition and consistency tests, and performance
checks with completely customizable protocols. 
The software “accompanies” operators during all the
operational phases of the management of Quality
Controls and of the process of technical quality 
assessment: planning, execution, processing and 
digital archiving of information.

The ENVIRONMENT DOSE Module allows the 
computerized management of the Physical 
Surveillance of the environment: it records the 
location of dosimeters (both active and passive) inside
the Controlled Areas, it permits to archive the Smear
Test results, the aerial contamination data and the 
measurements related to escaping radiation, 
with a graphic and intuitive approach. For a full 
characterization of the locations subject to Physical
Surveillance, the Module makes it possible to position,
describe and manage all the elements belonging to
the Controlled Areas (e.g. barriers, signage, etc.).



The RADIOPROTECTION REGISTER Module, in conformity with Italian Legislative Decree 101/2020, 
allows a completely computerized and dematerialized management of the Radioprotection Register.
Through a flexible and configurable framework, the application permits to create, upload and organize
the content freely choosing how to divide it (e.g. by locations or by document typology) and at the same
time it guarantees its endurance and organization in time.
The application supports the Radioprotection Expert in dealing with deadlines and it always allows an
easy and immediate consultation of the documental repository. Furthermore, it is possible to 
benefit from the simultaneous presence of other modules of the application in order to feed the Register’s
content through simplified procedures. With the implementation of the Digital Signature and of Legal
Retention, PHYSICO allows the total dematerialization of the Register.

The SOURCE Module, in conformity with Italian Legislative Decree 101/2020, allows the creation and
management of the Register of Sources. It allows indeed the computerized and dematerialized 
management of the radioactive sources (instrumental and diagnostic/therapeutic) used in the hospital:
inventory/stock and record, monitoring of the use, of the activity performed instantaneously and 
cumulatively, of the real-time decay and of waste disposal, with the possibility of direct integration to
other software applications used in Nuclear Medicine, Radiotherapy etc. 

Purpose of the Module is to inventory all the radioactive material present, to track its use and its 
disposal, and to draw up automatically the necessary associated reports (notifications of retention and
disposal etc.).

The DASHBOARD Module is a Company Informative Dashboard, allowing to collect, organize and 
analyze information through a system of indexes, tables, graphs, dashboards: an integrated view 
on the whole information assets managed by PHYSICO modules and coming from third parties’ 
informational domains.

The Module is a statistical and decision-making support system to inform and lead the Department
and/or Company Management to make the best decisions, placing themselves at the top of the pyramid
of company data analysis. 

The PROTECTED HOSPITALIZATION Module allows to schedule and manage the hospitalization of 
patients undergoing Radiometabolic Therapy, creating fully customizable reading algorithms and 
monitoring the dose emitted by patients; it also allows to foresee the patient’s discharge date and 
to draw up hospitalization summary reports.

The Module has been developed in cooperation with company COMECER and it is natively integrated
with THERABED probe with wall or ceiling assembly.



Emme Esse M.S., part of the EMMECIGI group founded in 1976, has been present for over 40 years

in the medical field. It is specialized in the biomedical imaging sector and supplies high-technology

diagnostic equipment, solutions and services for the computerized management of data, diagnostic

images and clinical pathways.

Aware of the continuous evolution of the medical sector and of the great opportunities that it brings

about, Emme Esse M.S. works day after day to intercept and welcome the new needs of the market,

in a perspective of full partnership with its clients.

With its platform PHYSICO®, Emme Esse M.S. intends to back up and support Medical Physics and

Radioprotection professionals along the way of the total computerization and dematerialization of

activities.



www.physico.biz

www.emme-esse.com  

“Innovations stem from man,
with man,
for man”


